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A long time ago, life was simple. There were no cities, factories or pollution. People
used to stay in the villages with white floating clouds high up in the clear blue sky. Pristine
water sprang from the springs in the mountains. Green grass swayed in the breeze on the
banks of rippling rivers. There were enough rains to water the crops. There was an abundance
of happiness among people in the villages and also among the animals, birds, and trees in the
forests.
Whenever people in the villages felt that their crops were thirsty and needed more rain to
quench their thirst, they went up to the mountain. It was the tallest mountain in the whole
region. The name of the peak was Achalapati. They all flocked up to the peak, sang and
danced together, in praise of the king of the clouds.
Fascinatingly, the king of the clouds was not a cloud but a spectacular white peacock, named
Ghanapriya. His deep blue eyes stood distinctly in his milky white body. Ghanapriya had a
magical golden jug, with an intricately designed handle with colourful beads, a neck and a lip
that allowed the magical water to flow freely from the jug.
When the villagers requested for rain, he used to pour some water from the magical jug on
the clouds and the rain would happily drench the earth.
He was a wise and kind ruler. He took good care of his kingdom which included not only clouds
but also herds of white peacocks living among the clouds.
There was happiness and peace all around. Even the people on earth were happy and
prosperous.
On one such peaceful day, the king's wife gave birth to two beautiful peacocks. They were
twins, nine minutes apart. Unlike other chicks in the clan, they were not milky white as their
parents. They were born yellow with white wings. They were very dear and precious to all in
the kingdom. The king arranged for a grand naming ceremony for the little peacocks. It was
decided that the elder one will be named Gusana and the younger son Chandrakin.
But destiny had something else stored for that day. As the naming ceremony was going on
and everyone was dancing in the frolic of the festivity, suddenly the sound of the battle conchs
reverberated through the sky.
“Oh no, not today!” the queen shuddered in fear. “The wind has attacked us again!”
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The battle between the wind and the cloud was always frightening. The clouds and the
winds crashed on each other and made roars of thunder. What a dreadful sight it was,
to see the clouds and the wind fight!
Thunder clashed! Everybody plunged into the war, the second they heard the battle conch
blow. The merry mood changed into fear and despair in the blink of an eye.
Gusana, frightened by the loud sound of the conch shell started wailing and kicking in the air.
The winds started shaking everything on their way. The babies in their peacock cradle started
rolling from one side to another. Suddenly, the elder child fell from the cradle and slipped off
the fluffy cloud and fell on the ground. Down below was a beautiful green valley.
At that time, a herd of blue peacocks was grazing on the lush green grass of the meadow.
Suddenly, one of them spotted a little yellow peacock chick lying motionless few feet away
from their herd. They hurried towards the chick.
“ Is he dead?”
The doctor of the herd pulled open the eyelids and looked deep into the blue eyes of the
peacock. He said, “He is alive. He needs rest.”
They gently took him up, wrapped him with leaves and grass and gifted him to a couple who
had no kids. They were delighted! With a lot care and affection, Gusana started growing up in
his new home.
Back in the cloud kingdom, King Achalapati thought that his elder son was struck by lightning
and dropped dead on the earth. The grief of losing the dear prince loomed large after the battle
got over. Yes, they defeated the wind but their pain overtook their joy!
As Gusana grew up in the valley, he felt he was different from all other boys of his age. He
was sad. Every moment the pain of being “colourless” chased him. His friends loved him but
their constant taunts hurt him.
One day, the father who had brought up Gusana, suddenly died. His father’s love was like a
warm blanket for him, protecting him from all odds of life. There was a Fir tree, who was a very
good friend of Gusana. He ran to him and sat under the tree crying uncontrollably. His tears
rolled down like a stream. The whole day he sat there, away from the crowd, crying for his
father. The Fir tree gently reminded him, “It's getting late, go home. Your mother will be
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worried. She is in deep pain as well.” As Gusana turned his neck to see the setting sun,
tears rolled down to touch his feather.
And suddenly on a clear-skied dusk, the clouds started rambling and big drops of rain started
falling.
The cloud kingdom, high up in the sky was startled! How could this happen? Only when
Gusana or Chandrakin cry and their tears touch their feathers, the rain will start dropping
otherwise they will need the water from the magical jug.
But Chandrakin was rather happy preparing for his crowning day. Suddenly, their mother
called out loud, “My Gusana is alive.”
She declared, “I shall go and find my son.” Only she had the power to go to earth and come
back up to the clouds. This power was innate, she had inherited it from her mother.
Meanwhile, down in the beautiful valley, Gusana still couldn’t control his tears. With a heavy
heart, he walked back home. Reaching home, he saw, the rhythm of the rain had made the
peacocks go wild. They were dancing in the rain.
Queen peacock landed on earth and started looking for him in all the forests. She spent almost
a week. Every day it used to rain because Gusana used to cry every day.
It was a full moon night, Gusana was sitting sad and depressed under the Fir tree. The queen
peacock chanced upon a magnificent white peacock.
“There he is! I knew it, I shall find him.”
Gusana looked up, amazed to see a white peacock. "Oh! I thought I was the only one who
had no colours in life."
The queen looked at him sadly and said, "Son, there is a whole kingdom of us on the clouds,
and we are all white peacocks. You are our elder son. The king is no more, we will crown you
son. Come with us."
“Son! Who is your son?” And what clouds and crown are you talking about? I am just a white,
colourless, sad peacock who has just lost his loving father a few days back. Go away and let
me be alone.”
"No son." The queen narrated his whole story to him. “So please come my dear one. Come
home with me."
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Before Gusana could say anything, he saw his peacock friends had gathered around
him. They started bowing down before him and apologising, “We are really sorry your
highness. We didn’t know you were the prince of the clouds.”
With a heavy heart, they bid farewell to the new king of the clouds. Gusana had a large heart,
he forgave them all. He was so glad that they finally realized his mistake. The Queen Mother
and the son walked up to the mountain and entered the cloud kingdom.
Gusana saw beautiful white clouds floating around, it was beautiful but not as beautiful as the
lush green forest where he grew up. And up in the cloud kingdom, Chandrakin was also happy
to find his lost brother.
The decked-up clouds, looked like colourful cotton balls floating in the sky. But when the
crowning ceremony started, Gusana suddenly stepped down from the rostrum. He looked sad.
He looked at the Queen and said, “I don’t want to be the king. I want to return to earth, where
my blue peacock mother is alone, and my friends who call me names, actually love me. And
that matters to me the most.”
He slowly removed the crown from his head. Chandrakin was shocked and confused at his
brother’s rejection. Chandrakin felt he was not ready as well to take charge of the throne,
rather he didn’t want to.
Gusana turned to his mother and said, “From today onwards, we shall no longer rule the
clouds. Let them be free.” The queen agreed. And that day onwards the clouds became free.
They moved around freely, they floated at heights they wanted to, moved at their own speed,
and rained whenever they wanted to.

..............................................................The End.......................................................................
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Winter was slowly fading away and the world was waking up to the new colors of spring.
It was the spring break for the three friends Mark, Jason, and Clarck. The frolics of
spring were scattered at every nook and corner. Beautiful flowers bloomed like stars, and the
tall trees broke into delicate blossoms of pink and pearl. The birds on the trees were singing
their spring songs. The bright sunny outdoor lured the boys out and they decided to participate
in the most famed annual bike race, “The Ranger’s”
‘Winners’, ‘Pals’, ‘Death Crushers’ and now ‘Friends’ were the four competing teams. While
‘Death crushers’ was a strong team of teenagers, team ‘Friends’ which had Mark, Jason and
Clark was also no less. They all gathered at the race track and the race was about to begin.
“Threeee….twoooo….oneeeee and GO”
The contestants pressed the pedal and the race began. It was a tough competition between
all the teams. The ‘Friends’ were ahead. The friends turned several heads and received loud
cheers as they glided through the traffic. They were finally in the lead. As they whizzed through
the streets and in lanes following the tracks laid for them they could feel the cheers gradually
fading away. Zapped in zeal, they focused more on winning the race. Little did they know that
they had completely strayed away from the track.
Suddenly, to their dismay, they found themselves amidst the eerie stares of huge trees.
Screeeeeeeech!!!!!!!!!
The tires halted with a jolt! “What a weird sound is that!!” mumbled Mark. “Where are we?”
“We don’t recognize anything around,” panicked Jason. The three exchanged flustered looks.
“Neither of us has a phone, so no google map, how do we trace the direction?” With a helpless
nod, Clark added, “Even if we had phones, do you think we would have got signal here? Only
a few hours left until the sun sets and we don’t have any tool to guide us back home”. With no
options left, they decided to park themselves in the forest until the next morning. They tried to
brush aside the fear and started putting things together for a makeshift camp in the middle of
the forest. Mark collected the firewood, Jason collected big leaves and Clark was sitting on a
log and resting.
Tired and scared Jason couldn’t drag himself anymore. Hopelessly looked up at the sky and
muttered, “Let’s rest for a while and then decide what needs to be done.” The three middle
graders were absolutely drained out from exertion and fear and in spite of all odds, they fell
asleep.
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Next morning with the soft rays of the sun shining through the leaves fell on their heavyeyed face, they felt fresh and for reasons unknown a bit more hopeful too. As they toyed
with ideas, they finally came up with a plan to get out of the jungle. They planned to retrace
their tracks and get out of the jungle.
But trouble seemed to be a constant companion for them. As they retraced their path, they
could see a huge funnel of dust heading towards them. It was a sudden sandy storm. Suddenly
got dark and the bright morning light slowly faded away. As they started running on the
opposite side of the storm, Jason shouted, “See, a thin ray of light from the dense jungle. Let’s
head towards that light.
Thud…thud !!!!! craaaaaaash rumble!!!!!
“Come quickly get into the cave everybody,” urged Jason as the violent storm rattled the forest
that night. The loud thunder and lightning scared the boys. The wind howled through the
jungle. Braving the rain they managed to settle themselves at a safe place inside a tiny cave.
The violent thunderstorm was followed by a gush of heavy showers. The trees flinched and
the grass shivered in the cold relentless rain. Drenched in the downpour, they lost their track
again and they were completely clueless. In that absolute despairing moment, Clark could
spot a small cave-like hollow in the forest. The three immediately rushed in and managed to
settle themselves inside the tiny cave. The demoralized trio felt absolutely hopeless and it was
only their mom’s face that kept coming to their minds every second. Mark started sobbing.
The other two could barely manage to keep calm. They wanted to be home safe and sound
at the blink of an eye.
But how? Will they ever be able to wade through the dense forest and make it to their parents.
They could feel how much their parents were worried.
“Fadagtrossgrgs” muttered Clark. He tried to speak, but his tongue was thick, fuzzy, and
pasted to the roof of his mouth. And that strange sound popped out of his mouth.
“Now what does that mean?” lashed out Mark who was miserable with fear, hunger, and thirst.
“We have left our cycles at that spot where we spent last night,” he reminded in a voice which
was hardly audible to other distressed duo.
“Oh...no!!!!” exclaimed Mark. “What do we do now?” “Going back to that place makes no sense
because I don’t think we can trace our way back to the spot. We need to get out of this
wretched jungle.” I can’t stand the hunger and the thirst anymore.”
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Mark said, “Let’s try finding some food and water.”
After sometime Jason heard a bolt of lightning. And in the light of the lightning, they saw a
house at a distance on their right. “Look there’s a house,” Clark shouted loud excitedly.
“But it looks so creepy. I feel so scared,” mumbled Mark. Though fraught with scary thoughts,
they banked upon a bleak hope of food and shelter in that haunted looking house. The boys
headed towards that direction. An unkempt forest surrounded the house. Somehow they
managed to enter the house which looked more like a horror movie setting.
Cold sweat poured down Mark’s forehead. They started looking around to find someone. Mark
leaned on the wall, tired and dejected. And as he leaned on the wall, he felt something like a
switch touching his back and it got pressed.
Suddenly the wall moved and like a door, opened into a room! There were heaps of food
stacked in the room.
“Am I dreaming?” Clark exclaimed!
Mark jumped in excitement. He hugged Jason tightly and exclaimed “Yes!!” They quickly
rushed to pick up their favourite choices and felt a sudden sigh of relief. It was an obvious
decision to spend the night in the bungalow. The eeriness of the creepy bungalow did not
matter much then. The boys needed some sleep and energy to plan their next move.
Next morning the first rays of sunlight fell on the hedges that could be seen through the large
windows of the bungalow, the dew on the green leaves glittered like gold. A strange sense of
hope that they felt last morning came back again. Jason couldn’t take his eyes off from the
bees that buzzed around the beautiful flowers in the garden. But the fascination disappeared
sooner than he thought.
It wasn’t long before they realised that there was a swarm of honey bees enveloping the house.
Suddenly an idea from his childhood books struck, Jason started looking for a match box. He
luckily could manage to get a box full of match boxes among the staked food and grocery.
“Hey listen guys,” yelled Mark. “Let’s set fire to the whole box. It would be a big fire then.”
The boys managed to come out in the garden with bees buzzing all around them. They set
the whole box on fire and threw some dry twigs and leaves into it, the fire started growing big.
Mark said, “Run boys!!“
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Through the buzzing bees, they started running thoughtlessly, trying to hold on to their
breath, their feet flew like wind over the stones and leaves. They ran till they could run
no more. Panting heavily they kept walking,
“Can you guys hear human voices?”
“Or is it my imagination?” sighed Jason.
“No! I hear them too!” gushed Mark
“I think there is a camp nearby,” a bleak ray of hope, for the now ragged boys. As they headed
closer to the sounds, they saw a silhouette of a camp site.
Yesss!
And there were at least ten scattered tents, a few meters from where they stood. They couldn't
believe their eyes. Jason was rubbing his eyes, “I hope I am not dreaming,” he completely
broke down and started sobbing. They were on their last legs, and just about to collapse, when
magically these tents showed up.
Two men who were outside and still unzipping their tents saw the boys. One of them walked
up to them.
Looking at the boys, he said, “Who are you?” “How did you come here?”
They completely broke down when one of them asked, “Are you okay?”
Mark sobbed, “Please, please take us home, we are lost and can't find our way back home.
For the last three days, we are wandering in this forest. Please help us.”
A man slightly older than the other two boys stepped out of the tents and announced, “Just
received a call from the headquarters we need to move deeper into the forest.” The boys got
scared again. They stepped a few steps back. They realised that this was an army camp.
The man’s eyes fell on them. With a questioning look, he walked up to them. Before he could
ask, Mark started narrating their whole story. He listened and wrapping a comforting hand
around Mark’s shoulder, he said, “Don’t worry, we will arrange for your return.”
“Boys, make a tent for them. I am sure they are hungry and thirsty. Please make them feel
comfortable.” He turned towards them and said, “Today by afternoon we shall make some
arrangements. Until then take rest.”
By noon, life seemed to be like a dream for them. They headed back home in a Military Jeep...
...........................................................The End..........................................................................
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One summer morning, while on their cycle ride, Jake and Helen came across a tall old
tree. It was mid-afternoon and the tree cast a shadow as long as its own height. The
shadow felt so comforting, that they hopped off from their cycles, parked them and walked
towards the trunk of the tree.
As they were about to sit near the tree, Helen noticed two pairs of shoes next to a huge rock
which sat majestically under the tree. The shoes were queer. They were in the shape of a
whale and white in colour with a black tail like strap. Just as the whale's most memorable sight
is its tail on the water surface, the black ankle strap looked like the iconic whale silhouette with
its tail lifted upwards.
“Jake, look at these shoes!”
“Yes Helen, even I noticed! They look so strange.”
“Who could have left them here?”
They looked around but found no one.
Jake said, “Let’s try them on. I feel they will fit us.”
“Yesss! Let’s try,” said Helen. Without a second’s delay she ran to the shoes by the side of
the stone.
They were surprised to see the shoes fit them so well.
Wearing the shoes, they walked around the tree. There was a strange ‘feel good’ feeling. They
tried looking for the owners, but they didn’t find any one.
Helen said, “Let’s wear it for a while and go cycling. We will come back here and if we find the
owners, we will return the shoes to them.”
The delighted duo hopped on their cycles and pedalled ahead. Though it looked weird, the
shoes were very comfortable. The summer holidays were just round the corner and planning
for the holidays was on their minds. Drifted in the thoughts of summer holidays, Jake said,
“You know I would like to visit the Amazon Rainforest this vacation.”
Helen replied, “Wow even I want to visit the Amazon Rainforest.”
And the next thing they know, they were lying on the ground of some unknown place! Jolted
out of their senses, they saw sky high trees canopied above their head hiding the rays of the
sun. Creepers crept up the strong brown barks. It was quiet all around except for an
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incessant sound of crickets. The smell of wet soil was lingering around. They could feel
the soft grass beneath them.
“Where are we?”
Scared, Helen quickly got up rubbing the sticky mud off her hands.
While they felt lost and confused, they tried looking around.
Fear, surprise and confusion crept up on them. Without knowing where they were and where
to go, they felt a strange pull towards the heart of the forest and they headed in that direction.
Suddenly, Jake whispered, “Ssshhh! Can you hear footsteps?” Helen nodded in fear. He
pulled Helen behind the nearest hedge and waited with a bated breath.
They saw an old man, weaving his way through the forest. From a distance they could see his
wizened straw-like hair and a distinctive beard. The old man hobbled along the street with the
aid of his stick. Crouching on his cane stick, he was walking towards the hedge behind which
they hid.
They were initially hesitant, but finally decided to step out and walk towards him. With a
dreaded unease, they walked up to him and looked into his time- chiselled and weather-beaten
face. But as he looked at them through his soft gentle eyes, they gathered some strength.
Jake cleared his voice and said, “Hello sir, we are from New York.” He looked at them, waiting
for them to say more. Helen continued, “We don’t know how we landed here,” she sounded
scared and tense. Jake pressed her hand and gestured her not to say anything more. She
quickly gathered herself and asked, “If you don’t mind, could you please tell us, where are
we?”
The old man had a confused look. “What a silly question! This is Iquitos in Peru.”
“You mean the Amazon Rain Forest!” Jake and Helen shrieked together.
The old man slowly walked away into the forest.
Confused, scared and clueless they tried to find their way out and didn’t know what to do to
reach home. Suddenly they felt sharp pangs of hunger.

“Are you hungry, Helen?”
“Yes, but where do we get food here?” replied Helen.
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“There are trees. Maybe we can get some fruits from here,” said Jake.
As they turned around, they saw a cluster of cactus like plants a few meters away from
them. The plants had long triangular stems with large, yellowish-white flowers. The
bright coloured fruits which hung from the trees looked delicious. The fruits were oval and
pinkish-red with wavy scales on them.
Helen shouted out in joy, “Jake, these are dragon fruits. Mamma had once got them from the
store. We can eat them.”
It was a little difficult to peel, but they managed. The fruit was sweet and delicious. It tasted
similar to a kiwi, but with more water content.
The fruit was not only delicious but since it was pulpy and watery, it quenched their thirst.
“Helen do you hear the rustling sound?”
“I do!” whispered Helen.
The noise kept coming closer.
The place near the cluster of the dragon fruit trees was relatively open, with few trees around.
They looked around for something to hide behind.
Jake said, “Helen run! There is no place to hide.”
They started running as fast as they could. They tuned around to see and saw a jaguar
chasing them.
A cave!
They saw a cave like formation in front of them. They had been running for a while and were
panting to breathe.
As the jaguar tried to attack them, Helen told Jake, “I want to go back home and back to mom.
Can someone help us?” And they both started crying.

As soon as they opened their eyes, they realised that they were back in their home. They
hugged their mom tightly. “Where were you both? I was so tensed. I told you to be home
early.”
Jake said, “Sorry! Mom, we will never do this ever again.”
Helen agreed. As they went near the shoe rack to remove their shoes, they saw a chit and
they started reading it. And there it was written...
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“IF YOU WEAR THIS SHOE AND THINK OF ANY PLACE YOU WANT TO VISIT,
YOUR WISH WILL COME TRUE. AND WHEN YOU WANT TO COME BACK HOME,
THINK OF YOUR HOME.”
Helen said, “Jake we were wearing a magical shoe all this while. I wish we had read the chit
before.”

..................................................................END..........................................................................
..
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THE BICYCLE
It was a cold winter morning. I woke up groggy and feeling like a zombie. I pulled out
my reluctant fingers out of the warm duvet and flipped my calendar pad to 6th January.
A bite into my favorite chicken sandwich worked like magic and pulled me out of my groggy
feeling. “I feel like going for a walk down the lane,” I said.
Dad, who was completely immersed in his newspaper, looked up and said, “Be home by 11:30
am. These days it starts getting dark by 12 noon.”
“Okay, I will keep an eye on my watch,” I assured him quickly. I put on my three layers of warm
clothes to brave the chill of a snow-clad morning.
As I walked towards the door, I glanced at my super bicycle. Oh! I forgot to tell you; I am a
proud owner of a magical bicycle. No, I am not a magical kid with superpowers, but for reasons
unknown, a miracle took place on a mundane Monday morning, a year ago.
I still vividly remember the morning. It was a cloudy dreary morning and I was playing with my
unicycle in our garden. Suddenly, a huge orange fiery ball landed from nowhere. I got so
scared that I scampered behind the huge Amaltash tree in our garden. The huge ball after
landing, bounced and rolled for a while until all the energy from the momentum was used up
and it stood still.
Boom! I closed my eyes!
The ball burst open. No, there was no fire, neither was there any explosion. What I saw was
unbelievable. There was a shining orange bicycle parked a few feet away from the tree. The
remains of the ball whizzed away and vanished. And I heard a voice saying, “It’s yours, Frank.
You are a little boy, but you are good at heart. And you will need this to help save many lives.”
I came out from behind the tree. I saw that the shiny bicycle reflected the morning rays and it
looked so beautiful. I decided to trek the 35 feet long hill which stood like a giant in front of
our house, which was almost at the edge of the neighbourhood.
I started moving towards the hill. When I reached there, I felt like I went through something. It
must be air, I thought to myself. In less than 2 minutes I reached the top. When I went two
steps ahead, I tripped over a stone and fell.
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As I lost my balance and tripped on the snow, I felt a button getting pressed beneath
my hand. And before I could understand what happened, a huge hole emerged beneath
me and I flippedand landed on my nose, inside an elevator.
I somehow pulled myself up in the elevator. The door opened again and before me was a
gigantic lab. I stepped out of the elevator and all around me were several large computers
with wires tangled all around.
I pinched myself to see if I was dreaming. The pain from the pinch and the nearing footsteps
made me alert. I quickly hid behind a cupboard and saw a tall man with glasses, a hat and a
scarf on his mouth. He wore a brown suit as if he is going to a meeting. “This will take two
more hours,” said the man and went away.
I slowly came out and decided to get out of there. But, how could I? I hadn’t even brought my
super bicycle. I felt like as if someone had jammed my mind and I didn’t know what to do.
Suddenly my eyes fell on a black diary. It read ‘Doctor Doom’s diary’. I opened the diary. I
couldn’t resist and I started reading the first page. When I read the first page, I was so scared
that I just wanted to get out of there!
I tiptoed out of the room and ran as fast as I could. I was drenched in sweat on such a cold
morning. I tried to find the elevator. I pressed a similar button I had pressed on the top of the
hill. Luckily the elevator came. I went inside, and like the last time the elevator automatically
started and took me up. When I reached, I started running as fast as I could and reached
home by 11:27 am.
I told my parents, about everything, but their reply was that it was a nice story. I was angry
and went to my bedroom. As I was changing my dress, I felt something hard in my pocket. I
took it out and saw it was the same diary as I found in that lab. I opened it and continued
reading from where I left…..

DOCTOR DOOM’S DIARY
PAGE 1: 2nd January 2019

Everything is working as per plan. Because of the invisible dome surrounding the hill, no one
can see me or my machines from outside and I can work peacefully. My machines need a lot
of coal to charge. I use at least 5000 tons of coal every day and those clouds cover the sun
and it becomes dark by 12.
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Soon, I will be a superpower, controlling every universe.

………………………………………………………………………………………………………
Now, I could figure it all out. When I entered the hill, I felt like I went through something. It was
the invisible dome. When I turned to the next page, I saw that the next two pages were torn.
PAGE 4: 5th January 2019
Today the aliens from Helix Horgins hacked my system and when they got to know about my
plan of being a superpower and torturing them, they came to attack me. They had put the
chemical by which they became invisible. Around 7 trillion aliens were approaching me. But
luckily, my radar signaled about them.

I took my super mega ultra bazooka hyper blast sphere gun, by which we can also see invisible
things with its scope. I aimed at all of them from my lab, and a large sphere went through the
hill and poof!
Not even a dust of them fell on earth. Even if a speck of dust would have fallen on earth, my
radar would have signaled it.
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………
“Am I dreaming? How can someone kill so many aliens when they are totally unaware of what
all those aliens can do? Should I pinch myself? But then it will pain. I started jumping higher
and higher and slipped and fell on the carpet. “Ow! I got hurt, this means I am not dreaming,”
I realized.
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………
PAGE 5 -6th January 2019

Everything is ready! Tomorrow 12 noon I will hypnotize everyone in every universe and use
my other machines to be the one and the only superpower of every universe and torture the
creatures who do something which I don’t like because there is more fun in torturing than
killing.

SAVING EVERY UNIVERSE
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I was scared but I knew only I could do something now because no one was going to
believe me. But how was I going to defeat a person who so many aliens were not even
able to touch? If I went and fought him, I was sure I will end up being a martyr. I started
thinking about tomorrow and playing a game called ‘Fortnite’.
Soon it was dinner time. I sat on the chair very lost and almost took an hour to eat my dinner.
When the time was 11:51 pm, I quickly changed my clothes, went down and told my father
that I am going out and don’t know when I will be back. And without listening to his reply, I
went out.
I took my super bicycle, and as I started paddling it, I flew up. I didn’t see anyone on the hill
from far, but I knew because of the invisible dome I couldn’t see him. But the moment I entered
the invisible dome, I saw Doctor Doom aiming at me with his gun and a machine was also out
there next to him.
Before he could shoot me, I launched a lot of pebbles at him. The machine’s glasses broke
and hit Doctor Doom. Doctor Doom tripped over and pressed the same button as I did earlier
and fell in the elevator. A lot of smoke was coming out from there. I knew something bad

was about to happen and I flew a bit up. Then suddenly an explosion covered the top part of
the hill with fire.
BOOM!
Then a gigantic explosion blew up the hill and only 4 pebbles fell on the ground. ‘I am a real
hero. It was so easy for me to defeat him’. But it was getting dark. I quickly went back home.
I was least bothered about telling anyone what I had done because nobody would have ever
believed me. I just wanted to forget about all those events, and I went up to my bedroom and
started playing Fortnite.

ONE YEAR LATER
I was sitting in the small space of the house where I lived now. I had lost my parents. Their
death was still a mystery. There was no one to whom I could go to. One of my friend’s uncle,
who was very kind and helpful, brought me to this place. The rent of this place was what I
could afford.
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It was almost dark, and the birds were flying back to their nests. The sky was orange in
colour. Suddenly, a gigantic robot as tall as 10 giraffes, stood in front of me. It was so
huge that there was hardly any space left. The robot’s chest had ‘DOOM’ written on it.
I started stepping back. And in front of me, the robot’s head started splitting into two, and a
man with square black specs emerged. I couldn’t believe my eyes. It was Doctor Doom!

So, Frank, you must be surprised to see me, said the man in a gruff stern voice.
“Yes, I have killed your parents. Do you want to know how?”
I couldn’t speak. Barely murmured, “No, I don’t want to know.” Tears welled up and rolled
down my cheeks. Don’t know from where I got the strength. I pounced on him and holding his
collar, I shouted with all my might, “You murderer, because of you I am so lonely today. Why
did you kill my parents?”
“Revenge.” He spat out the word.
“Have you forgotten what you have done to me? You destroyed my twenty years of hard work;
you destroyed all my inventions. Today I have come to finish you!”
Suddenly, a box came out from the robot’s hand. The box had a hole and the hole had a bright
light inside it. The robot’s hand was aiming at me. Suddenly a spaceship emerged from the
sky and some warm red rays came and engulfed me, and before I could blink my eyes, I was
going up in the air. Those warm rays picked me up and slowly swirled me in. I closed my eyes
in fear. I suddenly felt a strong jerk!! I opened my eyes, and saw that there was a LOGO and
around me was 2 gates and some machines which had something written in another language.

An alien with 3 legs, 3 bulging eyes, an oval face, and 6 arms came in and took me across the
gate. There, over my head, I saw the same LOGO and some wires hanging. There all aliens
had 3 legs, 3 bulging eyes, an oval face, and 6 arms.
Then an alien mumbled, “gbbshjsjhaksdgisdakxbjxuhhxluchobd”. Then the other aliens said
“hogch,” as if they were agreeing to something.
One alien walked up to me and put something like a ring on my head. The alien gave me a
kind look and asked me, “Are you okay?” “Yes, I am,” I said.
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“But wait! How did you speak in my language? You were speaking in some other
language.” He smiled. “We have put a translator on your head, which is translating our
language to your brain,” replied that alien.”
“Oh! Okay. Do you know me? And why did you save me?” I asked.
He smiled. “Because you saved every existing universe.”

THE ALIENS FROM LOL KOLL
“Oh, I forgot to introduce myself.”
“I am Zihxhba,” and I am the leader of this spaceship.” “We are from a different universe. And
the name of our planet is LOL KOLL.”
“Uhhhh! Can I ask you something?” I asked. “Yes, ask whatever you want,” replied Zihxhba.
“How did you pick me up and suddenly I was in a spaceship,” I asked.
“It was through teleportation,” replied Zihxhba. “Our planet is 89,00,035 nokem far away from
earth. And one nokem is 100 trillion Earth miles. But don’t worry. We are traveling at the speed
of 70,00,00,000 T.F.T.L. and we will take at least 10 more earth minutes to reach our planet,”
“What is T.F.T.L?” I asked.
The full form of T.F.T.L is TIMES FASTER THAN LIGHT, and you need to add a number
before it to make it sensible,” replied Zihxhba.
“We were the ones who gave you your super bicycle one earth year ago. And we got to know
that human beings breath oxygen, so I have spread oxygen in this spaceship and our planet
so that you do not have any problem.”
Suddenly the alien who was flying the spaceship called out from something like a speaker.
“We are landing.” And then the spaceship stopped. It was such a smooth landing. Then a large
gate opened, and everyone started moving out. “Follow me,” ordered Zihxhba. When I went
down, all around me was an imaginary world with all sorts of buildings, machines and
everything which suits science fiction. I continued following Zihxhba.
Then finally after walking five minutes, Zihxhba led me to the biggest and the coolest house
on the planet. We entered a very big room in which eight more aliens were sitting.
“This is the conversation room. We are in charge of the safety of this whole planet. Doctor
Doom is an evil person and he wants to be the super power of every existing universe. It is
almost impossible to stop him.”
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“Why can’t you stop him? You have such powerful weapons and you have your whole
army. Then why can’t you stop him?” I asked.
“Our army and weapons are nothing in front of him. He has his whole kingdom in a
separate galaxy in your universe and has infinity robots. He also has a robot manufacturing
machine which manufactures 50 trillion robots in an earth day. He has a very complex
technology and powerful robot army!
Last time, somehow you had destroyed all his inventions in that explosion, but Doctor Doom
teleported with his teleporter and was saved,” explained Zihxhba.
“Do we have a plan, leader?” asked one of the aliens.
“I don’t care even if I die. Doctor Doom killed my entire family and I cannot let him go,” I cried.
“If you say so, then listen,” replied Zihxhba.
“The first thing we have to do that is to destroy his robot manufacturing machine,” said
Zihxhba.
“And how are we going to do that?” I asked.
“First, we will shut off his security, but remember, we can do that only for 30 earth seconds
because his security is the strongest among all universes,” said Zihxhba. “But that’s just
impossible,” cried one of the aliens.
“Yes, it is! And so, we need to sacrifice one of us,” replied Zihxhba. Suddenly, an alien in the
conversation room said, “I will do it.”
Zihxhba looked up and stared intensely into his eyes and said, “Remember, you will get only
30 earth seconds.
“Don’t worry leader, if not anything, I shall destroy the robot manufacturing machine?” said the
alien, whose name was Gombe. “Ok, then let&#39;s prepare for the destruction,” said Ziemba.
“Take the communicator g-496 and also carry the screen k-682 along.”
Gombe agreed and went away. Zihxhba took a remote and switched on a projector kind of
thing. A robotic sound came out of the machine, ‘Zihxhba scanned’ it said. Then the projector
showed Gombe taking something like a star which was labeled as a teleporter.
Zihxhba spoke using the communicator to Gombe and said, “Now teleport to Doctor Doom’s
Universe’s edge, but you won’t teleport to the planet ‘ DOOMUS’ in Doctor Doom’s Galaxy till
the time I tell you.” Then Zihxhba told to one of the aliens in that room to, “Go to HACK LAB.
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I have saved a video on how to hack his system. Study that and, and when I say ‘go’,
you present it using a communicator and screen”.
The alien rushed out of the room. Zihxhba pressed a button in the remote and a blank
screen emerged right beside the screen. In the blank screen, the alien who just rushed out of
the room emerged.
“Hoblig, are you able to hear me,” asked Zihxhba. “Yes Leader,” replied Hoblig. “Ok, so I am
starting the countdown, and Hoblig, you will press the enter button when I say Go. 3….. 2……
1….. Go!” shouted Zihxhba
Hoblig pressed the enter button and Gombe was teleported. Gombe started throwing rockets
and a lot of lasers with his guns but barely did anything to the robot manufacturing machine.
Zihxhba shouted, “Gombe fast, only 10 seconds are left! Faaaaaaast.” And finally, in the last
2 seconds, he destroyed it.

Then suddenly, one robot stretched its arm took the communicator and screen and then killed
Gombe with the laser gun. Then suddenly Doctor Doom emerged in the screen. “Hey, Zihxhba
and Frank! That was a poor try. Now see how I will fix this problem,” said Dr. Doom. Then he
took a gun and shot on the pieces which were left of the robot manufacturing machine, and
suddenly all the pieces of the machine came together and started manufacturing more robots.
“And if you all try to attack me again, then I will destroy your planet, mind that,” shouted Doctor
Doom and crushed the screen and communicator under his foot.
Zihxhba’s colour changed from blue to red. “If we will destroy the ‘Great Dotcom signal Tower,’
his inventions will all explode. The ‘Great Dotcom Signal Tower’ is very powerful and gives a
signal to his robots in the entire galaxy,” shouted Zihxhba.
“We must tell other planets that we have to destroy the great tower. “Frambe, go and
communicate to every planet except all planets of Doctor Doom and Earth because Earth is
defense less,” he told another alien. “Yes leader,” agreed on Frambe. Then Frambe went to
another room.
“You will not enter into that fight,” Zihxhba told me.“But why?” I asked. “Because you earth
people don’t have the power to face him,” Zihxhba replied. “So what? He killed my entire family
and I won’t fight?” I shouted back. “Your family can be saved, they can come back to life again,
but you can’t,” said Zihxhba. “I am not able to understand anything,” I cried. “See, Doctor
Doom made a machine by which we can make anyone come back to life except you because
you were his biggest enemy. Even though you were totally defenseless, he had put your name
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out of the list. So that is why your family can be saved, but you can’t be saved,” said
Zihxhba. “But I…………,” I started to argue.
‘Do as you are told,’interrupted Zihxhba.‘Ok, I sighed. Then Frambe returned to the
room in which Zihxhba and some other aliens were sitting. “Leader, I have communicated to
each planet except Earth,” said Frambe.
“Good job Frambe,” complimented Zihxhba. “Frank, I have heard that humans have to sleep
every day on something which you call as a bed, so that is why I have prepared a bed for
you. In earth it must be 11 o’ clock at night now, so you should go to sleep,” suggested
Zihxhba.I agreed and then an alien-led me to another room in which there was a large
luxurious bed. I lay on the bed and didn’t realize when I slept off. I woke up at 8 in the
morning. Then I realized that Zihxhba had put on a projector for me, so that I can see how
they are fighting Doctor Doom. One of the aliens came to my room and switched on the

projector and I saw Zihxhba working on a machine which was labeled as Life Backinator.
Then he searched my family surname and pressed “go” on each of my family members, and
then he went out. Suddenly a lot of Dr Doom’s robots came right in front of him, but before
they could shoot him, some aliens came and began shooting at them continuously. Those
robots were so powerful that it almost took 7 minutes to destroy them. When I looked out of
that building, there were dead aliens and broken robots everywhere.
I saw many aliens trying to attack the ‘GREAT DOCTOOM SIGNAL TOWER’ but it wasn’t
breaking, and the robot army was trying to stop the aliens. Then I saw a robot about to
launch around a 90000 feet tall rocket. He launched it near to the “GREAT DOCTOOM
SIGNAL TOWER.’
BOOM!
A large area was totally covered with smoke. When the smoke cleared away after 20 minutes,
I saw that the ‘GREAT DOCTOOM SIGNAL TOWER’S top part was broke. It fell, and a lot of
metal debris covered the ground fully. And then to my surprise, all robots stopped moving, and
a lot of electricity poured out from them as if they are going to explode.
Then all the Aliens teleported to their planets. And Zihxhba teleported to my room.“Infinite
creatures died in that war and it was a horrible sight. But you should be happy Frank that
before Doctor Doom’s machines could explode, I took the Life Backinator and made all your
dead family members come back to life on Earth,” sighed Zihxhba. “But what about Doctor
Doom?” I asked. “After the ‘GREAT DOCTOOMSIGNAL TOWER’ was destroyed, he could
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not teleport and died in the explosions which also destroyed an entire Bright diamond
star system.
“Frank, now it’s time for you to go,” said Zihxhba. And before I could reply, he teleported
me to my house. It looked exactly like it was before it was destroyed in that bomb blast which
killed my parents. Suddenly my Mother came to me and said “Frank, why are you not studying
for your exams? It is on this Friday.”
“Mom I was just about to,” I said.
“Then what are you waiting for, hurry up and study,” ordered my mother.
“Yes, Mom,” I replied and went up to my room, very happy to get my family back.
…................................................................END........................................................................
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